
WIND TURBINE RETROFIT 

REPOWERING establishes long-term partnerships 
with turbine manufacturers, independent power 
producers and service providers and identifies the 
most optimal turbine retrofit solutions to upgrade 
existing turbines according to the stated market 
criteria. Whether the turbines are in the kW and 
MW class, we provide a new customized control 
system solution to secure the optimal energy 
production. With REPOWERING solutions, the 
upgraded turbines are provided with the main 
benefits; extended lifetime, increased energy 
production and maximum availability. Originally 
designed to last for 20 years, retrofitted turbines 
can stay in operation up to 20 years more.

All together these benefits lower the turbine 
operational costs and secure your investment

Global leaders in turbine retrofit technology

Increase production, reliability
and lifetime of your wind turbine

REPOWERING works with OEMs, project 
developers, IPPs (Independent Power 
Producers) and utilities to make  renewable 
generation technology like wind power 
affordable, reliable, efficient, and safe.



REPOWERING SOLUTIONS is a British Company with focus of activity in the energy sector. We
work in the worldwide energy market offering global solutions for investments optimisation.

REPOWERING SOLUTIONS has been formed as result of integrating several corporations with
great expertise in a wide range of specialised areas on energy. We aim to offer an integrated,
complete and specific solution for each project. Our services ranges from engineering, sale and
distribution to logistics and transportation. We specially regard the recovery of value for
industrial equipment, being of great weight in our projects portfolio.

REPOWERING SOLUTIONS mission statement is the offering of those technical and financial
proposals to answer those fundamental questions raised in any new project of energy
generation: which is the best technological answer combining the best degree of efficiency and
effectiveness with the least investment, the least investor risk with the greatest level of
profitability? By asking this ourselves, we focus in acting in the best interests of our clients,
putting their interests at the heart of everything we do

Alfonso Alvaro
Business Development Director

M: +57 310 627 9422

E: alfonso.alvaro@repoweringsolutions.com

Skype: Alfonso-alvaro repowering

W: www.repoweringsolutions.com
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